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Abstract
Purpose People with severe mental ill health (SMI) are less physically active and more sedentary than the general population.
There is limited research investigating the correlates of physical activity (PA) in people with SMI impeding the development
of successful interventions. This study aimed to assess the factors associated with regular participation of PA among a large
sample of people with SMI.
Methods The data for this study were collected from the ‘Closing the Gap: Lifestyle Health and Wellbeing’ (HWB) cohort
that collected data through self-administered questionnaire from participants with SMI. Self-reported participation in regular PA was the main outcome variable. Potential predictors of PA were grouped as demographic, biological, psychological
and behavioural variables. Multivariable logistic regressions were conducted considering PA participation as the dependent
variable adjusted for possible correlated predictors.
Results In total, 3287 people with SMI [mean (SD) age 47.7 (14.58) years, 59% male] were included; 38% reported undertaking regular PA and 61% wanted to undertake more physical activity. Multivariable logistic regressions showed that the
following factors were associated with undertaking more regular PA: being male, aged 18–65 years, having a body mass
index between 18.5 and 30 kg/m2, having better self-perceived general health condition, not having a health problem that
limits activity, giving higher importance to maintain a healthy lifestyle, and eating more fruit and vegetables.
Conclusions Having a better self-perceived general health and placing importance on maintaining a healthy lifestyle were
important predictors of regular PA. Lifestyle interventions targeting increased PA among people with SMI should be shaped
by their health perception and informed by their needs.
Keywords Severe mental ill health · Regular physical activity · Correlates · Predictors

Introduction
Severe mental ill health (SMI) is one of the leading causes of
disability worldwide, accounting for almost a quarter of all
years lived with a disability [1, 2]. In the UK, SMI accounts
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for around 23% of the total disease burden and causes significant health and social care costs [3]. People with SMI
experience significantly poorer physical health and higher
mortality compared to the general population [4–9]. The
main cause of decreased lifespan is comorbid physical conditions such as coronary heart disease, diabetes, respiratory,
and infectious diseases [9, 10].
It is well-established that physical activity (PA) is associated with a reduced risk of all-cause and cardiovascular
mortality [11, 12]. Among people with SMI, systematic
reviews have found that PA interventions can improve body
composition, quality of life [13], cognition [14], and cardiorespiratory fitness [15]. Some tentative evidence suggests
that PA can reduce depressive symptoms, improve quality
of life (QoL), increase functioning, and reduce cardiometabolic burden in people with bipolar disorder [16] and people
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with affective disorders [17]. Evidence also indicates that
structured physical exercise delivered over 12–16 weeks
reduces depressive symptoms in major depression [18].
Consequently, the European Psychiatric Association guidelines now advocate for the use of structured exercise as an
intervention for people with SMI, including, schizophrenia,
bipolar disorder and major depression [19]. Studies have
shown that supervised exercise programmes delivered by
qualified exercise professionals result in optimal health outcomes [14, 15, 20].
Despite the well-established physical and mental health
benefits of PA, people with SMI are less likely to engage
in PA and are more sedentary in comparison to the general
population [21–23]. Recent global meta-analyses have demonstrated that people with bipolar disorder [24] and psychosis [25] engage in very high levels of sedentary behaviour.
Given the established benefits of PA and the low levels of
PA in people with SMI, there is a pressing need to undertake representative research to explore correlates in this
population.
Previous systematic reviews have proposed that PA correlates fit within the socioecological framework in individuals with schizophrenia [26] and with depression [27]
including: (a) demographic, (b) biological, (c) psychological/cognitive/emotional, (d) behavioural attributes/skills,
(e) social/cultural factors, (f) physical environment, and
(g) policy factors. A systematic review conducted by Vancompfort et al. showed that lower self-efficacy, presence of
medical co-morbidity, lower educational status, and social
isolation were associated with lower PA participation in
people with bipolar disorder. Other associated factors were
higher body mass index (BMI), older age, financial strains,
not being connected to a health care service, and minority
ethnicity [28]. Another exploratory study also identified a
higher BMI, worse physical fitness, and higher antipsychotic
medication dose as independent predictors of higher levels
of sitting behaviour in bipolar disorder [29]. Whilst some
progress has been made on understanding the factors influencing PA in people with SMI, some limitations exist. First,
there is a paucity of representative data on PA in people with
SMI with very few studies including over 1000 participants
and an absence of such data in the context of the United
Kingdom and the National Health Service. Second, most
studies have focussed purely on diagnostic-specific correlates [21]. Whilst helpful for people with specific diagnoses,
most services include people with different SMIs and understanding broader correlates across the SMI spectrum will
help inform the development of interventions for services.
Clearly, establishing future successful lifestyle interventions
targeting PA for people with SMI will ultimately hinge upon
the successful identification and support to address PA barriers and facilitators.
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The aim of this paper is to assess the factors associated
with participation of regular PA among people with SMI in
a large sample, where SMI was defined as schizophrenia or
other psychotic disorders, bipolar disorder and depression
with psychotic features.

Methods
The sample of this study was collected from ‘Closing the
Gap: The Lifestyle Health and Wellbeing’ (HWB) survey.
The HWB survey is a recently initiated cohort study collecting data on health-related behaviours of people with SMI.
In this article, we report on data from the first phase of the
study, which ran from March 2016 to October 2017, during
which time 3,287 participants were recruited to the cohort.
The HWB study is recruiting participants from both primary and secondary care in England, with 66 NHS primary
care general practices (GPs) and 19 secondary care trusts
taking part up to October 2017. Detailed descriptions of
recruitment methods are reported elsewhere [30]. The eligibility criteria are adults aged 18 and above with a diagnosis
of SMI and capacity to consent. We defined SMI as schizophrenia or other psychotic disorders, bipolar disorder and
depression with psychotic features (International Classification of Disease (ICD10 F20-29 and F30-31) or Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual (DSM IV 295.x, 296.x and 297.x).
This classification aligns with the range of diagnoses that
would typically be included in a UK primary care-based
register of people with SMI for the purposes of quality assurance and reimbursement [31]. Participants were invited to
take part either by their mental health team or their GP, who
screened their records. Those who met the inclusion criteria
were invited for the study. Every effort has been made to
ensure that the HWB cohort is as representative as possible of people with SMI. The HWB survey asks questions
about physical activity, alcohol use, smoking behaviour,
diet, height and weight, demographic information, and willingness to engage in behaviours known to improve health
(such as physical activity). Ethical approval for the HWB
study was sought and granted by West Midlands—Edgbaston Research Ethics Committee (ref 15/WM/0444, on 23rd
November 2015).

The study outcome
Engagement in regular PA was the main study outcome, and
was defined according to response to the HWB survey question ‘In general, how often do you take part in any sport or
physical activity?’. The answers were: every day, every other
day, at least once a week, more than once a month but less
than once a week, less than once a month, and never. Later,
the variable was dichotomized as the first two groups were
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merged into one group, defined as ‘regularly undertaking
physical activity’, and the remaining answers grouped as
‘not regularly undertaking physical activity’. This is in line
with Yusuf et al. 1996 who defined regular PA as three or
more sessions per week [32].
The other predictor variables were categorized in the
socioecological model as follows:
Demographic and biological variables: age (as continuous scale), sex (male, female, transgender, prefer not to say),
ethnicity (15 groups), employment status (eight groups)
(detailed categories can be found in HWB questionnaire)
and BMI calculated from participants’ self-reported height
and weight. Later, for analysis, sex was re-categorized into
three groups (male, female, other); age was categorized as:
18–34 years, 35–64 years and 65 and over; ethnicity was
re categorized as white British and other; and employment
was re-categorized as: working, retired and non-working,
and other. BMI was categorized as 18.5–30, less than 18.5
and more than 30 kg/m2. BMI categories of 18.5–25 kg/m2
(25.83%) and 25–30 kg/m2 (28.53%) were grouped together,
as these two categories did not show significant difference
in PA level in this study population.
Psychological/self-perceived health-related factors: this
was measured by four questions. First, for self-rated general health, participants were asked: ‘How would you rate
your general health in the last 12 months?’. Possible answers
were: excellent, good, moderate, poor, and very poor. For
analysis, the answers were grouped as: excellent to good,
moderate, and poor to very poor. The second question in
this section, ‘Does any health problem limit your activity?’,
had the possible answers of: yes, no, and don’t know. For
analysis, the ‘no’ and ‘don’t know’ responses were merged.
The third question, ‘How important is it that you maintain
healthy lifestyle?’ had possible answers of: a top priority,
moderately important, and I don’t worry about it. Finally,
participants were asked ‘Would you like to take more exercise?’ and participants could choose from: yes, no, and don’t
know. For further analysis, this variable was converted into
a dichotomised variable (‘yes’ versus ‘no and ‘don’t know’)
by merging ‘no’ and ‘don’t know’ responses together.
Behavioural attribute/skill-related factors: To assess
healthy eating behaviour, participants were asked ‘In general, how many portions of fruit and vegetables do you
eat per day?’. Possible answers were: I don’t eat fruit or
vegetables, one, two, three, four, and five or more portions
per day. For the analysis, this variable was converted into a
dichotomised variable (‘eating 3–5 portions of fruit and vegetables per day’ versus ‘not eating any fruit and vegetables
to eating 1–2 portions of fruit and vegetables per day’). For
alcohol consumption, participants were asked ‘How often
do you have a drink containing alcohol?’ which had possible answers of: everyday, most days, weekly, monthly, and
never. For analysis, this variable was dichotomised into ‘not

drinking alcohol’ (“never” category) and ‘drinking alcohol’
(all other categories). For smoking, participants were asked
‘Do you smoke?’ with the following possible answers: yes,
no I have never smoked, and no but I used to smoke. The
HWB study did not collect information on policy or environmental factors.

Data analysis
Initially, descriptive statistics and then the bivariate associations between the main outcome and predictors were conducted. The associations between dependent variable (PA)
and possible predictors were tested using Chi square test and
Chi square test for trend as appropriate to identify variables
correlated with PA. Finally, multivariable logistic regressions were conducted to assess the associations between
dependent variable (physical activity) and the predictors.
The final regression model is based on the existing evidence
from the literature and included purposeful selection of predictors [33]: sex, age, BMI, self-rated general health, health
problem limiting activity, importance of maintaining healthy
lifestyle, smoking, and eating fruit and vegetables. The odds
ratios (95% CI) were reported and p value of < 0.05 was set
as the statistically significant level.

Results
Table 1 presents a summary of participants’ characteristics.
There were 3287 respondents, 59% of whom were male,
and the majority (86%) were white British. 54% of the
participants had BMI between 18.5 and 30 kg/m2. A large
proportion (59%) of participants considered themselves as
having a health problem that limited their activity. 44% of
respondents considered maintaining healthy lifestyle as a
top priority, and 61% wanted to undertake more exercise.
Regarding the personal habit-related factors, 54% reported
eating two or fewer portions of fruit and vegetables per day,
53% reported drinking alcohol, and 45% were current smokers. Only 38% of respondents reported undertaking PA every
day or every other day (regular physical activity).
Table 2 presents the bivariate associations between PA
participation and potential predictors. Among the patientrelated factors, sex was significantly associated with PA; a
greater percentage of males versus females reported undertaking regular PA (40% vs. 35%) (p = < 0.05). Employment
status was statistically significantly associated with PA, with
more people who were in employment reporting regular PA
compared to retired and non-working people (46% vs. 34%)
(p = < 0.0001). BMI was also associated with PA with fewer
underweight (BMI < 18.5 kg/m2) and obese (BMI > 30 kg/
m2) participants reporting regular PA compared to those in
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Table 1  Distribution of the study sample by the potential predictor variables (Max. N = 3287)

Demographic and biological variables

Variables

Categories

n (%)

Sex

Male
Female
Transgender and preferred not to say
18–34 years
35–64 years
65 and more
White British
Other
Working
Not working, retired
Other
BMI < 18.5 kg/m2
BMI 18.5–30 kg/m2
BMI > 30 kg/m2
Excellent–good
Moderate
Poor–very poor
Yes
No and don’t know
A top priority
Moderately important
Not important
Yes
No and don’t know
Three or more portions/day
Two or less portions/day
Yes
No
Smoker
Never smoked
Used to smoke
Rarely does physical activity (once a
week to never)
Regularly does physical activity
(every day to every other day)

1917 (59.06)
1303 (40.14)
26 (0.80)
664 (20.63)
2141 (66.51)
414 (12.86)
2802 (85.69)
468 (14.31)
483 (14.97)
2203 (68.27)
541 (16.76)
432 (13.94)
1687 (54.45)
979 (31.60)
1146 (35.07)
1291 (39.50)
831 (25.43)
1936 (59.24)
1332 (40.76)
1444 (44.29)
1272 (39.02)
544 (16.69)
1974 (60.74)
1276 (39.26)
1494 (46.20)
1740 (53.80)
1660 (53.17)
1462 (46.83)
1479 (45.27)
956 (29.26)
832 (25.47)
2034 (62.37)

Age group

Ethnicity
Employment

BMI category

Health perception-related variables

Self-rated health

Health problem limiting activity
Importance of maintaining a healthy lifestyle

Would like to take more exercise
Habit-related variables

Consumption of fruit and vegetables
Drinking alcohol
Smoking

Physical activity

Frequency of doing physical activity

the healthy to overweight category (BMI 18.5–30 kg/m2)
(32%, 34%, and 42%, respectively) (p = < 0.0001).
Among the health perception-related factors, selfperceived health status was significantly associated with
PA. The frequency of undertaking regular PA gradually
increased with better self-perceived health: ‘excellent to
good’ = 48% compared to ‘moderate’ = 36% and ‘poor’
= 26% (p = < 0.0001). Fewer people who considered
themselves as having a health problem that limited their
activity reported regular PA (33%) compared to those
who responded otherwise (45%) (p = < 0.0001). Self-perceived importance of maintaining a healthy lifestyle was
also significantly associated with PA. Among those who
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1227 (37.63)

considered maintaining a healthy lifestyle a top priority,
51% took part in regular PA compared to 30% of those
who considered it as a moderate priority, and to 20% of
those who did not care about maintaining a healthy lifestyle (p = < 0.0001). Participants’ willingness to do more
PA was not significantly associated with their current PA
level.
Among the habit-related factors, eating fruit and vegetables was significantly associated with PA. Participants
who reported eating three or more portions of fruit and vegetables per day were more likely to report regular PA than
those eating two or less portions per day (45% vs. 32%)
(p = < 0.0001). Smoking was also statistically significantly
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Table 2  Bivariate association of physical activity with possible predictors
p value (χ2 test and χ2 test
for trend, where appropriate)

Categories

Sex

Male
Female
Transgender and preferred not to say
18–34 years
35–64 years
65 and more
White British
Other
Working
Not working, retired
Other
BMI 18.5–30 kg/m2
BMI < 18.5 kg/m2
BMI > 30 kg/m2
Excellent–good
Moderate
Poor–very poor
Yes
No and don’t know
A top priority

1147 (60.24)
844 (65.27)
15 (57.69)

757 (39.76)
449 (34.73)
11 (42.31)

0.014

392 (59.21)
1327 (62.48)
268 (65.37)
1,741 (62.63)
290 (62.23)
259 (53.62)
1,441 (65.80)
295 (55.14)
967 (57.83)
294 (68.37)
639 (65.61)
597 (52.28)
819 (63.79)
608 (74.15)
1,294 (67.33)
732 (55.29)
709 (49.37)

270 (40.79)
797 (37.52)
142 (34.63)
1,039 (37.37)
176 (37.77)
224 (46.38)
749 (34.20)
240 (44.86)
705 (42.17)
136 (31.63)
335 (34.39)
545 (47.72)
465 (36.21)
212 (25.85)
628 (32.67)
592 (44.71)
727 (50.63)

0.115

Moderately important
Not important
Yes
No and don’t know
Three or more portions

884 (69.77)
431 (79.67)
1248 (63.48)
765 (60.33)
823 (55.46)

383 (30.23)
110 (20.33)
718 (36.52)
503 (39.67)
661 (44.54)

Two or less portions
Yes
No
Smoker
Never smoked
Used to smoke

1,181 (68.23)
1,013 (61.39)
921 (63.39)
964 (65.44)
557 (58.63)
505 (61.44)

550 (31.77)
637 (38.61)
532 (36.61)
509 (34.56)
393 (41.37)
317 (38.56)

Age group

Ethnicity
Employment

BMI category

Self-rated health

Health problem limiting
activity
Importance to maintain
healthy lifestyle

Like to take more exercise
Consumption of fruit and
vegetables (per day)
Drinking alcohol
Smoking

Rarely does physical activity (once a week to never),
n (%)

Frequently does physical
activity (every day to every
other day), n (%)

Variables

associated with PA. More ‘never smokers’ were found to do
regular PA compared to current smokers and to ex-smokers
(41%, 35% and 39%, respectively) (p = < 0.01). Drinking
alcohol was not significantly associated with PA.
Finally, the results of fully adjusted multiple logistic
regression (Table 3) showed that female participants were
less likely to do regular PA than males (OR = 0.76; 95%,
CI 0.65–0.90) (p = < 0.01) and that those aged greater than
65 years were less likely to do regular PA than those aged
18–34 years (OR = 0.61; 95% CI 0.45–0.81) (p = < 0.01).
However, the age group of 35–64 years was not significantly
different than the reference age group of 18–34 years. Participants with BMI of < 18.5 kg/m2 and BMI > 30 kg/m2

0.871
< 0.0001

< 0.0001

< 0.0001

< 0.0001
< 0.0001

0.071
< 0.0001

0.253
0.003

were less likely to do regular PA than those who had BMI
between 18.5 and 30 kg/m2 [OR = 0.70; 95% CI 0.55–0.90
(p = < 0.01) and OR = 0.83; 95% CI 0.69–0.99 (p = < 0.05),
respectively].
Participants’ health perception-related variables were
found to be important factors associated with PA. Participants with moderate and poor self-rated health were statistically significantly less likely to do regular PA than
those who had good self-rated health [OR = 0.82; 95% CI
0.68–0.99 (p = < 0.05) and OR = 0.55; 95% CI 0.44–0.69
(p = < 0.0001), respectively]. Participants who considered
that they did not have any health problems that limited their
activity had 1.39 (95% CI 1.17–1.66) times higher odds of
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Table 3  Result of logistic regression (model with all possible predictors)
Possible predictors

Categories

OR

95% CI

p value

Sex (ref. male)

Female
Other
35–64 years
65–100 years
< 18.5 kg/m2
> 30 kg/m2
Moderate
Poor
No
Moderately important
Not important
Two or less portions/day
Never smoked
Used to smoke

0.76
1.20
0.90
0.61
0.70
0.83
0.82
0.55
1.39
0.45
0.31
0.65
1.21
1.09

0.65 0.90
0.50 2.86
0.73 1.10
0.45 0.81
0.55 0.90
0.69 0.99
0.68 0.99
0.44 0.69
1.18 1.66
0.38 0.53
0.24 0.40
0.54 0.76
0.99 1.47
0.90 1.34

0.002
0.681
0.30
0.001
0.005
0.037
0.037
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
0.060
0.375

Age category (ref. 18–34 years)
BMI category (ref. BMI 18.5–30 kg/m2)
Self-rated health (ref. good)
Health problem limiting activity (ref. yes)
Importance of maintaining a healthy lifestyle (ref. top priority)
Fruit and vegetables (ref. three or more portion/day)
Smoking (ref. Smoker)

doing regular PA compared to those who considered themselves to have a health problem (p = < 0.0001). The odds
of doing regular PA for participants who considered maintaining healthy lifestyle as ‘moderately important’ and ‘not
important’ were 0.45 times (95% CI 0.38–0.53) and 0.31
(0.24–0.40) times lower (respectively) compared to those
who considered maintaining healthy lifestyle as a ‘top priority’ (p = < 0.0001).
Among the habit-related factors, eating fruit and vegetables was significantly associated with PA. Participants
who ate two or less portions of fruit and vegetable per day
were undertaking less regular PA compared to those who
ate three or more portions (OR 0.65; 95% CI 0.55–0.76)
(p = < 0.0001). Smoking was not significantly associated
with PA in this sample after accounting for age, sex, BMI,
self-rated health, health problem limiting activity, importance of maintaining a healthy lifestyle, and eating fruit and
vegetables.

Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, the current study is the largest
to investigate PA correlates among people with SMI. Of the
total sample, 38% were undertaking regular PA (every day
to every other day). After accounting for all factors: participants’ sex, age group, BMI, and health-related perception
variables: self-rated health, having a health problem limiting
activity, and placing importance of maintaining a healthy
lifestyle were significantly associated with the frequency of
PA participation. Among the habit-related factors, ‘eating
fruit and vegetables’ was significantly associated with PA.
The result of logistic regression showed that male participants, ages between 16 and 64 years, and BMI between 18.5
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and 30 kg/m2 were each found to be more regularly physically active. As expected, participants with a better selfperceived general health, and who did not have any health
problems limiting their PA, were more regularly physically
active. The importance of people’s priority for a healthy
lifestyle was also a predictor for regular PA as participants
who considered a healthy lifestyle as a top priority were
more regularly physically active. Finally, those eating three
or more portions of fruit and vegetables per day were more
regularly physically active compared to their counterparts in
this study population.
Previous systematic reviews have shown significant correlations of demographic, biological, psychological, cognitive, behavioural factors with PA among individuals with
schizophrenia [26] and with depression [27] and our study
supports these findings. These systematic reviews found that,
among the demographic correlates, age and gender were the
most frequently studied variables. However, none of the correlates was consistently associated with PA participation.
A recent systematic review and meta-analysis showed that
higher BMI was associated with lower levels of PA participation among people with SMI [21] which was also the
case in our study sample. The results of our study are comparable with another systematic review and meta-regression
by Vancampfort, which demonstrated that older age and a
higher BMI predicted lower PA levels in adults with bipolar
disorder [24]. The only other representative study looking
at PA correlates in people with psychotic illness, by Suetani
et al., also supports the finding [34].
Participants with a better physical fitness and functional
exercise capacity were found to be more involved in PA
[26]. Physical illness and poor health was considered as
a barrier for participating PA [35]. A study with schizophrenia spectrum disorders found that barriers to exercise
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included physical health problems and disinterest and one’s
psychiatric illness [36]. Similarly, a pilot study found foot
and back pain to be important negative predictors of functional exercise capacity in patients with bipolar disorder
[37]. Our study found that participants’ self-perception of
health is also associated with participation in regular PA.
The finding of association of regular PA with better physical self-perception is supported by another study that found
functional exercise capacity in patients with schizophrenia
is reduced not only by obesity and perceived discomfort and
pain but also by a sedentary lifestyle and a reduced physical
self-perception [38].
Finally, our study also found a significant association
between PA and eating fruit and vegetables. A previous
study also found protective effects of green vegetables, total
fruit and vegetable intake, and various aspects of PA on
clinically relevant levels of depressive symptoms [39]. A
recent large study among 2407 people with schizophrenia
is also in agreement with our paper, which found that inadequate fruit and vegetable consumption and mobility limitations were negatively associated with PA participation [40].
People with SMI are known to eat diets high in processed
food and low fruit and vegetable consumption [41, 42]. The
systematic review and meta-analysis by Vancampfort et al.
found that smoking was associated with lower PA levels
[21], but we found no such relationship. Given these findings and the fact that people with SMI in our study wanted
to improve their PA and wider lifestyle, future interventions
could incorporate these factors together and promote healthy
lifestyles for synergistic good effect.
Encouragingly, our study found that approximately 61%
participants want to do more PA and would like support to
do so. A previous study published over a decade ago also
found that approximately half of the participant psychiatric
patients would like help to become more active [23]. Having
a desire to change one’s own physical activity is the key first
step to increasing self-determined motivation and becoming
more physically active [43, 44]. Thus, it would appear from
the largest study to date, that less than a third of people with
SMI are engaging in regular PA and two-thirds of the whole
study population would like help to increase their PA. 62%
of the participants who were not taking regular PA wanted to
do more physical exercise (Chi-square test was not statistically significant).
Clearly, there is a need to develop interventions that support people with SMI to increase their PA. A recent systematic review [45] found that, across 32 intervention studies
(including 16 randomized controlled trials), very few trials
had specifically set out with the primary aim to increase PA,
all trials were of small sample sizes (i.e., <100 per treatment arm), limited studies had measured objective PA, and
the results were equivocal on whether PA can be changed
in people with SMI. People with SMI experience a range

of motivational barriers and facilitators towards PA [35].
Therefore, clearly an important future step is the need to
develop tailored interventions to support people with SMI
to increase their PA levels.
Our study has another important implication for clinical
practice and further research of PA as an early preventive
strategy in this population, as the study found higher BMI
and older age as primary barriers towards regular PA. Therefore, this study supports the notion that implementing PA
within early intervention services (i.e., from the onset of
the illness, when patients are younger, and before obesity
and other complications has set in) would be the optimal
approach. Research has also shown that PA interventions
in young people with first-episode psychosis are highly
engaging and beneficial for this population for attenuating
the decline in cardiometabolic health conditions that occur
with SMI [46].
Inclusion of data on PA from a large sample of people
with SMI is a major strength of this study. However, the
current findings should be interpreted with some caution due
to several methodological considerations. First, all the measures of this study were self-reported. Self-rated measures
of PA are not fully reliable as patients may either forget to
report or report inaccurate figures for frequency of PA [21,
47, 48]. In addition, our study did not assess the type, duration and intensity of PA. Another limitation is not having
information on participants’ medication so we could therefore not determine any relationship between regular PA and
medication use which is known to influence PA participation
[21]. Furthermore, we did not consider information on the
built environment and walkability of neighbourhoods [49],
and environmental and policy level factors [28] that previous research has demonstrated as important factors. Finally,
despite of every effort to ensure that the HWB cohort is as
representative as possible of people with SMI in UK, it may
be that there are differences between the cohort participants
and the general SMI population. However, the fact that these
results agree with other previous studies is encouraging.
Thus, it is necessary for further research to be conducted
to disentangle the relationships between sociodemographic
factors, environmental variables, and PA.

Conclusion
The present study investigated factors associated with regular PA participation in individuals with SMI and found that,
along with demographic and biological variables (sex, age,
BMI), participants’ self-perception of physical health condition and importance of maintaining a healthy lifestyle is
associated with undertaking regular PA. The findings supported existing literature that being physically active is a
complex behaviour in patients with SMI, as participants’
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psychological and cognitive variables significantly correlated with PA. Given the established multitude of benefits of
regular PA participation for physical, mental, and cognitive
health in people with SMI, future interventions that target
an increase in PA levels are required. Clearly, future interventions targeting people with SMI preferences for PA are
required to improve the sedentary lifestyles of this population. Thus, there is a need for studies to focus on understanding barriers, motivation, and preferences for PA to develop
healthy lifestyle interventions that aim to improve physical
activity among people with SMI that is informed by their
needs and shaped by their priorities.
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